Introduction {#Sec1}
============

As the USA comes to terms with the scope and magnitude of the current Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, an insidious long simmering problem has risen to the surface of the public consciousness. Preliminary data indicate black patients diagnosed with the virus have a more aggressive clinical course and a worse mortality than their white counterparts.^1^ For example, in some of the hardest hit areas such as New York, Michigan, and Illinois, blacks account for up to 30% of deaths. Furthermore, in Louisiana, 70% of coronavirus virus deaths are among blacks despite making up only 32% of the state's population \[[@CR1]\]. Possible explanations for these disparities include higher underlying comorbidities, lack of or delayed access to healthcare, and receipt of lower quality care by black patients. Although these differences in clinical outcomes are alarming, for many in the field of health disparities research, these outcomes are not unexpected. For decades health disparities researchers have meticulously documented how structural racism has affected access to care and healthcare delivery resulting in racial and ethnic differences in presentation, management, and mortality for many acute and chronic illnesses. In oncology, racial, and ethnic health and healthcare disparities continue to influence clinical outcomes in both screen detectable (e.g., breast, prostate, colorectal, lung) and non-screen detectable cancers (e.g., pancreatic cancer). Despite improvements in screening technology and increased participation in screening, black breast cancer patients continue to present with more advanced cancers and have higher mortality rates than their white counterparts \[[@CR2]\]. This brief commentary examines the possible implications of purposeful surgical delay for black breast cancer patients within the context of the coronavirus pandemic.

Racial disparities and clinical outcomes in breast cancer {#Sec2}
---------------------------------------------------------

Black breast cancer patients are more likely to present with later stages of disease, have more aggressive breast cancer subtypes, such as triple negative breast cancer, and are diagnosed at younger ages than white women \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\]. In addition, they have higher mortality rates than their white counterparts \[[@CR2]\]. These disparities in clinical outcomes are a complex interplay between tumor biology, social determinants of health (SDH), and genetics \[[@CR4]\]. Emerging fields such as human social genomics indicate these racial differences may be the result of interactions between genetic predisposition and genetic expression facilitated by environmental triggers such a racism, segregation, and poverty \[[@CR5]\]

To date, multiple retrospective reviews of time to treatment have consistently shown black breast cancer patients are most likely to face treatment delays \[[@CR6]--[@CR8]\]. These treatment delays are significant as studies have shown patients with delays in time to surgery have a higher disease specific and overall mortality \[[@CR6]\]. Furthermore, for breast cancer patients, the time intervals from first symptom presentation to biopsy and biopsy-proven diagnosis to treatment initiation are the most stressful times \[[@CR9]\]. Explanations of surgical delay among black breast cancer patients include SDH such as insurance, education, access, transportation, and finances. Additionally, health system-based factors such as suboptimal doctor patient relationships, differing facilities for biopsy and definitive surgical treatment, and poorly managed underlying comorbidities requiring optimization prior to surgery also most likely contribute to surgical delay.

Purposeful surgical delay and surgical disparities {#Sec3}
--------------------------------------------------

As statistics for the pandemic continue to evolve, emerging data indicate black patients are disproportionately hospitalized and have higher mortality rates than white patients \[[@CR1]\]. In response to the pandemic, healthcare stakeholders and policymakers have instituted a series of public health initiatives and treatment recommendations to help reduce the spread of the virus and preserve valuable hospital resources. In March of 2020, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) announced that all elective surgeries and non-essential surgical procedures should be delayed during the coronavirus pandemic \[[@CR10]\]. In response to this CMS recommendation, the American College of Surgeons (ACS), the Society of Surgical Oncology (SSO), and the American Association of Breast Surgeons (ASBrS) released guidelines for surgical delay among breast cancer patients. Unfortunately, these recommendations on surgical delay, though necessary, may inadvertently harm long-term oncological outcomes among patient populations that already have difficulty accessing healthcare and receiving high-quality care.

With significant delays in time to surgery at baseline, the purposeful delays imposed by the coronavirus may exacerbate underlying longer surgical wait times and subsequent worse clinical outcomes among black breast cancer patients. For example, current guidelines by various surgical organizations recommend consideration of surgical delay for clinical stage-one hormone receptor-positive breast cancer patients \[[@CR11], [@CR12]\]. This recommendation, though appropriate, may adversely impact black breast cancer patients as studies have shown that even with favorable subtypes such as hormone receptor-positive cancer, black women continue to have a higher mortality rates than white women \[[@CR13]\].

Additional recommendations include consideration of neoadjuvant endocrine therapy in clinically stage I-II patients with hormone receptor-positive tumors. Inherent in this recommendation is the assumption that treatment adherence is consistent across all racial and ethnic groups. However, in their systematic review of the impact of race on endocrine therapy adherence, Roberts et al. noted that black women have low rates of initiation and higher rates of nonadherence to endocrine therapy compared to other racial and ethnics groups \[[@CR14]\].

Black women also have higher rates of triple negative breast cancer which frequently requires multimodal therapy \[[@CR2], [@CR15]\]. The coordination of care when receiving treatment from multiple specialties is important to ensure timeliness of care especially in very tenuous circumstances such as this pandemic. Current guidelines recommend neoadjuvant chemotherapy for T2N0-3M0 or T0-4N1-3M0 patients with triple negative or HER 2 + cancer which is consistent with the pre-Coronavirus pandemic practices \[[@CR11]\]. However, we anticipate that the pandemic will unintentionally further exacerbate SDH such as access, transportation, income, stress, social networks, and finances which will contribute to diminished neoadjuvant chemotherapy adherence or result in an extended time period for administration. This may result in surgical delay, post-neoadjuvant chemotherapy, as patients attempt to navigate treatment side effects within the context of diminishing material resources (limited income, transportation issues, etc.) and public health initiatives such as social distancing. Moreover, these SDH will not only influence timeliness of operations but also will affect post-surgical care and follow-up clinic visits further worsening existing disparities in quality of care and subsequently mortality.

Impact of reemergence from surgical delay {#Sec4}
-----------------------------------------

As the pandemic curve flattens, states have started reemergence plans which also include guidelines for starting elective surgeries. To address this issue, multiple surgical societies in conjunction with the National Comprehensive Cancer Network and the American College of Radiology created a COVID-19 Pandemic Breast Cancer Consortium to provide guidance on the initiation of surgical management among breast cancer patients with surgical delay due to COVID-19. Recommendations from the consortium include stratification of patients into high, intermediate, and low priority for treatment based on their breast disease, comorbidities, COVID-19 risk, and expected hospital resource utilization \[[@CR16]\]. It is anticipated that this strategy, with clinician and patient buy in, will minimize the impact of COVID-19 on clinical outcomes by providing clear guidance on surgical prioritization. Additionally, the Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) tool, created to help with surgical case prioritization, awards higher priority points to variables that portend a worse mortality such as younger age, larger tumor size, increasing time since biopsy, high genomic risk, and hormone receptor-negative disease which are all disproportionally found in black women \[[@CR17], [@CR18]\]. Of note, the MGH tool determines the risk of delaying breast cancer surgery based on multiple domains including but not limited to: neoadjuvant chemotherapy, neoadjuvant endocrine therapy, margin status, histology, genomic risk, hormone receptor status, tumor size, age, physical exam, and imaging response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy or endocrine therapy, hormone receptor status, and time since biopsy \[[@CR16]\].

In order to optimize this reemergence strategy for black breast cancer patients, providers and hospitals will need to be acutely aware of institutional barriers (e.g., surgeon and operating room availability, radiology services for localization device placement and personal protective equipment and so on) and patient-related barriers (e.g., fear, transportation, economic instability, poor social networks, or support) that might prevent timely surgical management. We anticipate that utilization of the prioritization strategy provided by the consortium in conjunction with the MGH tool may actually mitigate some of the disparities in time to surgery faced by black breast cancer patients pre-COVID-19. Specifically, prioritization of patients with more aggressive tumor biology will inadvertently force healthcare providers and hospitals to focus more acutely on time to surgery among black breast cancer patients due to their higher incidence of aggressive breast disease. Essentially, this prioritization strategy may be leveraged to reduce racial and ethnic disparities in time to surgery.

To address patient-related barriers to delay such as transportation, economic instability, lodging for patients traveling from far distances and stress incorporation of patient, and/or financial navigators should be considered. Patient navigation has been shown to improve treatment adherence and clinic appointment attendance, increase completion of cancer directed therapy, and improve patient satisfaction and is also cost-effective \[[@CR19], [@CR20]\]. The literature on financial navigation is still emerging as it is a relatively new navigation paradigm. Financial navigators help patients navigate institutional, community, and state resources for treatment-related out-of-pocket costs and also screen for financial distress \[[@CR21]\]. For institutions with resources such as financial counselors and social workers, clinic workflows should be optimized for easy patient access and follow-up to these resources. We anticipate that integration of these resources into clinic workflows will also improve collection of data on SDH.

Future directions {#Sec5}
-----------------

Although the current breast surgical oncology guidelines are necessary to mitigate the effects of the coronavirus pandemic, they may expose deeply rooted racial and ethnic disparities in timeliness of surgical care and clinical outcomes among breast cancer patients. For black breast cancer patients who bear the brunt of these disparities, purposeful surgical delays may widen already established disparities in presentation, surgical management, and mortality. To better understand the effects of the coronavirus pandemic on surgical outcomes in breast cancer patients, we recommend better SDH data collection during this pandemic ("Box [1](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}" section) and offer ways to improve SDH data collection ("Box [2](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}" section).

Current predictions indicate infections from the coronavirus may continue for some time. Reemergence strategies focused on patients with more aggressive disease coupled with plans to mitigate patient-related factors for surgical delay (e.g., transportation) will be the most impactful approach to reducing surgical delays in black breast cancer patients. The widely persistent and pervasive racial and ethnic disparities being exposed by the virus provide surgeons an opportunity to collect and reconceptualize SDH and their implications for surgical disparities.

###  {#Sec6}

Track time from biopsy-proven diagnosis to surgery by race and ethnicity.Document patient and institution-related reasons for surgical delay.Record patient and disease-related variables/reasons for the selection of breast conservation, mastectomy, and reconstruction by race and ethnicity.Collect data on impactful social determinants of health such as financial reserve, housing conditions, stress, and transportation

###  {#Sec7}

Include questions on social determinants of health (SDH) into clinic check-in workflow.Routinely ask questions on SDH as part of social history intake during history and physical exam. Repeat questions on subsequent clinic visits.Integrate SDH questions into the electronic medical record.If available, consider incorporating patient navigators, financial navigators, financial counselors, or social workers into all clinic visits.
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